University of Utah
Fall 2019, MATH 1100 Business Calculus Section 2
Instructor: MacArthur, Kelly (Primary)

There were: 71 possible respondents.
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Objectives clearly stated

61

86%

5.72

5.17

5.28

5.13

5.20

5.24

5.32

2% (1) 25% (15) 74% (45)
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Objectives met

61

86%

5.72

5.13

5.23

5.08

5.15

5.22

5.29

3% (2) 21% (13) 75% (46)
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Content well-organized

61

86%

5.74

5.04
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Course materials helpful

61

86%

5.61
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Assignments & exams
covered the course

61

86%
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Learned great deal

61

86%

5.56
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Overall effective course
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85%
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5.13
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Instructor was organized
(MacArthur)

61

86%

5.85

5.12

5.20

5.07
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Instructor presented
effectively (MacArthur)

61

86%

5.72

4.94

4.98

4.91

4.92

5.14

5.21

5% (3) 18% (11) 77% (47)
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Instructor created
respectful environment
(MacArthur)

60

85%

5.9

5.25

5.34

5.21

5.31

5.37

5.46

2% (1) 7% (4) 92% (55)
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Demonstrated thorough
knowledge (MacArthur)

60

85%

5.88

5.35

5.43

5.31

5.42

5.44

5.53

2% (1) 8% (5) 90% (54)
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Instructor encouraged
questions/ opinions
(MacArthur)

61

86%

5.93

5.19

5.23

5.15

5.20

5.35

5.42

7% (4) 93% (57)
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Instructor available for
student consultation
(MacArthur)

61

86%

5.82

5.25

5.37

5.18

5.23

5.31

5.4

2% (1)

3% (2) 15% (9) 80% (49)
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13% (8) 85% (52)
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Overall effective
instructor (MacArthur)

61

86%

5.84

5.06

5.12

5.04

Instructor

5.06

5.24

5.31

2% (1) 13% (8) 85% (52)

Text Responses
Question: Comments on course effectiveness
The class notes, and problems were done well to help my learning style.
I really liked working in groups for quizzes and in-class because I felt more comfortable asking questions in class since there was a better environment to
learn. I think working in groups helped me think more critically to identify solutions and were in problem-solving I went wrong.
One of the biggest factors that helped me learn is how when we get confused about a problem, she shows us the logic behind a similar problem that we're
already familiar with and relates it to the current problem.
Very hands-on. We could print the notes beforehand which helped a lot.
The course was very structured, which is very helpful in a math class. The note packets were so incredibly helpful. The group setup was also a gamechanger.
Professor MacArthur organized the course at a good pace and the text book went along with what she taught, making it easy to learn both in and out of the
classroom. I've learned more in this class than I have in prior math classes.
1. Course was taught in an organized way 2. Some quizzes were much more difficult than what we went over in class
Reliable and interesting content.
Collaboration/Discussion with classmates
The ability to have a group quiz and the way the classes were run to make sure you learned the material.
Professor Kelly walks through her notes during every class for every chapter. I find this to be extremely helpful and effective way of learning
The class notes were well organized and material flowed very nicely.
While I understood the concepts of how calculus could be useful in a business setting it would have been more helpful to understand how the cost, revenue,
and profit functions are creat ed in the world. I feel that would be a more useful skill along with being able to solve for them which we did do in class. I also
believe that this course should be required for all the business students or none of them. I recently decided to go into the accounting school last semester and
only have next semester until I graduate so it really threw me for a loop that I had to take a calculus course after not taking a math class for three years. I've
been in the business school for about three years now and wish that I had taken this class earlier in my college career because it was really hard for me at this
point because I'm in four upper division accounting classes and this class.
Reconsider if this course should be required for accounting major Very fast paced. Would be nice to take it slower
The group work was helpful during exams but very unhelpful during the lecture. It would have been more effective and helpful to have more lecture time and
less group discussions during lectures.
Professor MacArthur is awesome. She makes everything so simple in her lectures, while still challenging us mentally.
Struggle to learn Calculus stuffs for the first time so wish to solve more problems during the class. Assignments from the class help to understand the
content.
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I enjoyed having the fill-in note sheets. They were an awesome tool and easy to refer back to. I also liked the final and midterm reviews that were given to
us.
I really liked the notes we were given and taking weekly quizzes were great way to keep learning and know my material. I thought the homework problems
in the textbook were irrelevant to the test problems and things we did in class.
1. It was nice that the notes where premade so you could print them and bring them to class, however if you didnt print the notes out you were extremely lost
the whole time 2. Hard to see how all the stuff we learned relates to business besides the profit function
I really enjoyed the group discussions that we had during class. Also, Kelly's notes that she prepared for us were very effective in my opinion.
The sections all blended into one another and made it easy to remember things from earlier in the semester. Having homework due every Tuesday was a nice
routine.
- I liked the format of worksheets for learning the material, allowed you to focus on the problem instead of copying it down - I didn't like solving the
problems wrong during group time and then having messy work and having to rewrite the solution... it would be more helpful to do the worksheet problems
as a class and more examples for group time
Kelly is awesome. Most caring professor I have ever had. She is very well organized and makes sure everyone is on the same page.
I liked the inclusive environment and the group work
When I signed up for Calculus, I was prepared for the biggest headache of my life. Once I read how organized and straight forward everything was going to
be, that headache was nearly erased. I loved how the class followed the syllabus almost exactly and if there was a change she was super super translucent
about it and made sure everyone was aware.
Class lectures and notes
The group portion on the quizzes and exams really help when I was stuck on a problem. It allowed me to see other people ideas and strategies. I didn't like
how some class information was located on a separate website instead of all it just being on canvas.
Working through problems in class was really helpful. Homework assignments were good length and helped learning the subject even more.
The homework assignments help reinforce the material learned in class and the slides we covered accurately helped you study for the midterms
The cooperative nature of this class is probably the best way to learn math.
I like how well the class is structured. I like knowing when the homework is due and when the quizzes will take place. I feel like we had to go through the
material too quickly and I also feel like not all of the content is necessarily important for me to know. The group portions on quizzes are great, but I have
mixed feelings on the group portions of exams.
Study guide had easy to follow steps. Worked in groups
This was a course that definitely built off of itself meaning if you didn't understand a certain chapter or unit you would be kind of screwed for the following
units. The only thing I would suggest to make it better is to make sure all students are understanding each chapter before moving forward.
Worked through every problem in class in detail. Notes, examples, and practice questions were posted on canvas which was super helpful for reviewing.
group quizzes uploading of class notes
the way the notes were organized was helpful
I really enjoyed how we got to work in groups on quizzes and exams, because it was helpful to bounce ideas off of your group mates. I thought it was very
clear on what was going to be on the exams, with no surprises. The things she taught in class directly correlated with quizzes and exams.
Appreciated the focus on group work and the practice of completing examples in class.
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More practice problems in class, more office hours
The amount of time devoted to working in groups I thought was extremely helpful and I thought the printed out notes were also nice when I remembered to
bring them.
It was laid out well and not overly notetaking focused. This allowed for more time to focus on the material at hand.
I appreciated that the notes were always uploaded online and that there were clear expectations on what to understand.
This is my second time taking the class, but I believed this time it was for my efficient in teaching and helping me absorb the material we covered
Group learning. Lots of homework.
Having the notes published online was very helpful. Group work during quizzes felt like a fair way to cover peoples gAps.
groupd quiz were helpful Maybe too much hw assigned every week on occasions
Loved the group quizzes, and homework assignments reflected exams.
Group quizzes made it a lot more of a team effort. Midterm and exam reviews were very pragmatic.
Question: Instructor Comments
MacArthur

I like the lecture style and way of taking notes. I enjoyed her giving us time to apply what we learn throughout class time and not just give a lecture with no
opportunity to practice.

MacArthur The instructor was amazing at simplifying the material. I wish I had more like her early on in my undergraduate.
Kelly creat es a positive class environment where everyone feels comfortable, and there is no fear of trying (normal to make mistakes!) She cares very much
MacArthur about her students, learns everyones names from the start, and checks in constantly so that she is always in touch with where we are in the learning process
for every concept. One of the best teachers I've ever had.
MacArthur She was very inclusive, She taught really well and tried to help us understand.
MacArthur

Professor MacArther is awesome - she encourages learning and makes every student believe they can do well in what is a difficult subject. She
communicates the content clearly making it easy to understand, and I get the sense that she genuinely cares about the success and well-being of her students.

MacArthur She always made herself welcome for questions if you didn't understand the material. Sometimes I felt that the course moved a little fast.
MacArthur

The classroom environment was great to be a part of. I could tell that she truly cared for her students and she wanted to see us succeed both in the class and
outside of it.

MacArthur -Class Structure -Teacher
MacArthur Kelly Macarthur was a reliable professor and as well as a nice one, who made this class kind, inclusive, brave and failure-tolerant.
MacArthur 1. Encouraged active participation 2. Always answered students questions
MacArthur The way you facilitate discussion and participation is incredible. Your note packet is something that every professor should utilize in some sort of way.
MacArthur

I think Kelly is a great professor. She was always willing to help students if they needed it. She took the time to go over several problems in class which
helped me a lot. It is evident that she is extremely intelligent and knows the material that she is teaching.

MacArthur Teacher was very helpful and knows how to teach complicated material to an entire class.
1. Kelly is utterly brilliant and demonstrates her never ending knowledge throughout this course. 2. Her confidence radiates and encourages students to
MacArthur attempt difficult problems. I’ve had many professors at the University of Utah that have been horrible and that experience has made me feel so grateful when
I am being taught by such an incredible professor like Kelly.
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MacArthur Really great professor. Very organized If possible, a slower pace of information would have been nice
MacArthur the teacher was amazing
MacArthur Very helpful with students. Had a very knowledgable TA
MacArthur

Kelly was great for creating an awesome learning environment and always knew how to explain things in a helpful way one of the best math teachers I have
ever had

MacArthur

Did a great job at explaining everything in a very clear manner that was easy to understand. Was always willing to answer any question and make sure the
student was able to understand the problem they might have had.

MacArthur

She was very involved and asked for participation to help get the whole class involved. Also I found group quizzes and exams made my testing experience
less stressful.

MacArthur Helped me personally with lessons I struggled with, provided notes
MacArthur She’s very organized with her notes
Kelly is by far the most organized, structured, knowledgeable professor that I have had at the U thus far. She genuinely cares about the success of each and
every student in her class and really takes the time to get to know everyone's names and validates their opinions or responses to any of the mathematical
MacArthur questions. I am very lucky to have had the opportunity to learn from her when I have heard a lot of the other professors who teach this course are not very
well-versed in the subject and struggle to present the material in an effective way for students who may have never been exposed to calculus. Thank you
Kelly for striving to be the best. You changed my outlook on math and calculus.
MacArthur Inclusive environment and the dedication she has to teach her students
MacArthur

- I liked that all the worksheets were available well in advance of them being needed in class - I had a few negative experiences during the group quizzes...
maybe allow pier reviews for the quizzes so the teacher knows who participated or were rude to other students

MacArthur Making the classroom a very nonjudgmental learning space made for a great learning environment. The whole setup of the class was perfect in my opinion.
MacArthur

1. The most effective, knowledgeable, and inclusive professor I have ever had in my college career. 2. Every single day at the beginning of class Kelly writes
the class mission statement on the board. By doing this, she has creat ed and maintained the most positive culture within the classroom.

MacArthur

Kelly was an over achiever in all of these categories. Besides teaching math she made it her mission to have everyone involved all the time and to make sure
they felt welcome and included.

MacArthur Very kind and inclusive
MacArthur -Kelly was very understanding when we didn’t get things and she was willing to take time to spend time going over things we didn’t understand
MacArthur

The instructor is very approachable and she truly cares about her students and their learning. I also like how she uses sticks to call on people because it
makes us feel wanted and included.

MacArthur using examples with heart and blob were not the most helpful
MacArthur

Kelly is great at following the class mission statement and making a friendly learning environment. She I like how she uses analogies to teach. She is very
patient and I can tell she really wants us to succeed.

MacArthur

I like her idea about group working with various classmates in class. Solve more example related to assignment would help student to understand how to
solve them.

I really liked how Professor Macarthur gave us a group portion on the midterms and quizzes as well as a silent solo portion. this gave us the opportunity to
MacArthur collaborate with our classmates and come together to check each others work and see where we were messing up on things. Kelly also was great with posting
pretests and review material for the midterms and the final which I loved so I could go back and see exactly what I needed to work on.
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MacArthur

Professor was very nice and made it is to speak up and try and solve problems in class. The professor also made weekly announcements that made it easy to
stay on track and up to date with what was required!

MacArthur teamwork was effective.
MacArthur

She did a good job to ensure everyone was involved and felt included in class. I believe she was also good at reading people's emotions and understanding as
well.

MacArthur

Kelly was a fantastic instructor. She tried hard to make everyone feel welcome in her classroom and built a strong learning community. She was much better
than the grad students I attempted to take calculus from before.

MacArthur Going around the class room and working through problems 1 on 1 with students Giving us time to work on the problems before solving them
MacArthur 1. There was a disconnect between her teaching and my understanding 2. More practice problems
MacArthur Went through the examples during class time, and gave plenty of examples through homework and notes.
MacArthur

The professor made sure everyone understood concepts before moving on to the next thing. She really cared about us actually learning the material and did
everything in her power to ensure that the students would succeed and learn.

MacArthur She wouldn't get angry or annoyed if you didn't understand something and she was very specific about how she wanted us to do things
MacArthur

These ratings are not just some hasty submission, but Kelly is actually an incredible professor. She presented the material with such care and passion, so I
was engaged through the entire semester.

MacArthur very organized easier to learn from her teaching
MacArthur

I really appreciated the grading on the work and not just the correct answer. That really helped with some anxiety. I also really appreciated the constant
communication and announcements.

MacArthur Answered questions. Good at showing examples.
MacArthur

Kelly is one of the nicest people I have ever met. She is very sharp and encourages participation which improves the class learning environment, leading to
better grades.

MacArthur Always helped to creat e a thoughtful learning environment. Never made students feel unintelligent
MacArthur Flexible and helpful I like the popsicle stick system
MacArthur Allow for online pdf submission of homework. Get rid of the homework slips on top of sheets.
Question: Feelings about math
MacArthur Improved. She made it much more interesting and applicable.
MacArthur I feel like there is a lot of value in working in groups and hard things become easier when others are involved. I feel like I can ask for help.
MacArthur Her teaching style made me enjoy math a lot more because of how much easier it is to understand
MacArthur I don't feel different. Its the same.
MacArthur I am not afraid of learning new math subjects anymore, Kelly made the learning process fun and manageable.
MacArthur

Kelly makes learning mathematics enjoyable and fun!! She’s revolutionary- if only I had her when I was in grade school, my love for Math could have
happened at an earlier age!

MacArthur

Attitude changed for sure. I am still not going to do math for fun. but I was at least able to understand the concepts and not just memorize formulas which
helped immensely.
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MacArthur

I do not feel my attitude has changed toward math. I am an accounting student so I have to enjoy math in order to take the classes I'm in. The math we do in
accounting is obviously less strenuous than calculus but I have always liked math but I would not say that I love it.

MacArthur Has not changed much but I definitely did not fear calculus like I thought I would.
MacArthur Positive
MacArthur I think my attitude has changed about mathematics, I am still afraid of math but it got much better than the past.
MacArthur After taking this course, I found math really fun.
MacArthur Mathematics is still not one of my favorite courses, but Kelly made math as enjoyable as it can be for me.
MacArthur I had never taken any calc before this course and found calc to be very hard.
MacArthur I have enjoyed math more.
MacArthur

I feel like this course has put mathematics into perspective as far as how it fits in with the real world. I had a hard time seeing the application prior to taking
this class.

MacArthur I dislike mathematics more and struggle to see the point of using calculus in my accounting major
MacArthur I learned the least I ever have in a math class and it was due to the group discussions. They were distracting to my learning and comprehension of calculus.
MacArthur

I was struggle to understand some content and problems at the beginning of this semester. Now, I got some ideas from this class what Calculus is and glad to
know how to solve some problems.

MacArthur indifferent
I feel about the same. I wish we could apply mathematics more practically. I understand that the theory is important to know, but if there are utilities that can
MacArthur do the math for me I would rather learn how to use those utilities and interpret the answers. That is more similar to what I could hypothetically ever use this
material ever again rather than solving by hand with a note sheet. I'm still slightly discouraged, but I do better understand how things are interconnected.
MacArthur

Since this is my second math class that I have taken with Kelly, my perspective on mathematics has completely changed. I started out with a negative
connotation on the subject, and soon grew to love it after taking math with Kelly.

MacArthur

This was the hardest math class I have ever taken. As an accounting major it was pretty hard to see how this was going to relate to anything I would be doing
in the future. Even after I put in literal days in the library studying for the test I still wasnt making the grades I was looking for.

MacArthur I would like to continue taking math classes beyond this course even though its not required
MacArthur My attitude has changed because no matter how hard math gets, I am still capable of figuring out with the right resources and professor.
MacArthur I still don’t love math, but I feel more comfortable with the subject of calculus and it isn’t as scary as I thought it would be !
MacArthur I really enjoyed taking this math class from professor MacArthur
MacArthur I have a more positive attitude to math now then I did before.
MacArthur My opinion hasn't really changed. For me this class was a required course and my outlook on math and calculus has not changed.
MacArthur Indifferent
I have always struggled with math, and I was very nervous about this course. Kelly changed my opinion completely! I love her weekly motivational
MacArthur comments at the end of her announcements and I love her approach towards math. It is very positive and her attitude towards it has made me stop being so
pessimistic about the topic and I have applied myself more to it.
MacArthur I hate calculus but she did a great job teaching it and I’m sure she is the best professor to take calculus from
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MacArthur still like it
MacArthur I enjoyed math before this course and still enjoy it
MacArthur

I actually really enjoy calculus. This was my favorite class this semester and is by far my favorite math class. I am starting to think that maybe I should have
pursued a physics degree.

MacArthur I feel better about math
MacArthur My math skills have improved
MacArthur I feel way more positively about math after this course, I never knew just how valuable calculus actually was until taking this class!
MacArthur

Honestly I enjoyed this class a lot. I had never taken a calculus class before this one and it was all new material so I was kind of intimidated. But now the
semester is coming to a close I can sincerely say I learned a lot from this course and I have a more positive view on not just calc but math in general.

MacArthur

I liked math before this course and I still like math. Through this course I really broadened my knowledge and learned great deal, even in some topics I knew
before.

MacArthur I've always enjoyed mathematics, and that attitude carried on throughout this class.
MacArthur I actually like calculus quite a lot, but I don't think I want to go much further in math.
MacArthur I learned more in this math class than any before and had less doubts about myself while doing it. Kelly is amazing and changed math for me.
MacArthur I appreciate math more because I felt it was very practical learning. I definitely realized there is math I can use to help me in everyday life.
MacArthur My attitude has not changed.
MacArthur Definitely has not changed my feelings about math, it just doesn't make a ton of sense
MacArthur I have a positive attitude towards math but I also came to understand which areas I lack knowledge in.
MacArthur I feel more confident than before.
MacArthur

I feel a lot about about my mathematic skills after the class, especially since I didn't do as well the first time and its been about a year since I did math this
difficult.

MacArthur I love math now. Before I didnt like it.
MacArthur

I was not very interested in math, but this class was different from any other class I had taken. It was much more inclusive and interesting than normal math
classes.

MacArthur I feel less anxiety about exams
MacArthur I am glad it's over
MacArthur I enjoyed math more than I previously had as most of it was based on real life.
Question: Included/valued
MacArthur Very. Even though I usually ask a lot of questions I really felt the professor took her time to answer my questions.
MacArthur The teacher did an amazing job making sure everyone felt included.
MacArthur Yes I did, it was a very good class.
MacArthur

Very! I loved sitting in new groups every time and meeting everyone in the class. You never feel alone or too lost because of the group setup. The
environment is positive and very respectful.
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Kelly starts her class off with her class motto, “ this is an inclusive, failure tolerant class”. She also makes an effort to get to know you on a personal level
MacArthur and addresses you by name in class- I withhold multiple leadership positions on campus and I’m constantly forgetting peoples names. I don’t know how she
does it but she’s my role model and the most amazing human.
MacArthur Kelly does a great job of making you feel included. I felt valued and she never made me feel bad about asking questions or not understanding something.
MacArthur I felt included and valued at all times.
MacArthur very included. very valued. you were easily the most prepared and effective professor I ever had in 5 years of undergrad education. thank you.
MacArthur I always felt included and valued throughout the course.
MacArthur Yes
MacArthur I felt totally included in the class.
MacArthur

I felt very included and valued. The way that she accepted wrong answers and she worked to make sure that the whole class understood the subject was very
inclusion oriented.

MacArthur I felt very included and valued in this course.
I feel like professor MacArther cares a lot about her students, and knowing that helped me show up ready to challenge myself and learn a lot each day. She
MacArthur stressed that if we didn't understand something, it was okay - with a little persistence we could do it, and she was right. She made everyone feel smart and
capable in the class which was a breath of fresh air, especially for a calculus class.
MacArthur I felt valued enough as far as a college class goes
MacArthur I felt very valued and included in this class. Great environment!
MacArthur super duper valued
MacArthur I feel valued and included because since she uses sticks to call on people, she makes sure we know and understand the material.
MacArthur Very! Kelly is great at making everyone feel comfortable to share their answers and walk through problems.
MacArthur Very much so
MacArthur Extremely
MacArthur I feel extremely included and valued in this classroom. This is my favorite class to attend by far.
MacArthur

I felt very included and valued in this class. Kelly did an awesome job of making everyone feel like a big family and there was no judgement. very good
atmosphere.

MacArthur I felt included by the teacher and most students, but I did not feel included with certain members of the class
MacArthur Very
MacArthur I felt like myself along with class was extremely valued and included.
MacArthur

The teacher and TAs were always there to help out with questions you needed. Also the teacher creat ed an environment that produced healthy group work
and discussion.

MacArthur I felt very included and valued
MacArthur very.. almost too included
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Extremely. Even when I would ask what seemed to me like a stupid question, she always was sure to include in her response some form of a validation
MacArthur statement that made me feel like other people might be experiencing the same confusions I was. This is a first for me as I have often been made to feel bad in
the past that a teacher has gone over things so many times and I still don't understand it.
MacArthur Very
MacArthur

Working with group help me feel better because I can notice that many of classmates feel same as me about learning hard on calculus class. What a relief! I
am not only person who learn slow. :)

MacArthur Very
MacArthur I'm wasn't really good at math but I learned a lot in this class
MacArthur

I felt extremely valued in this course and was always allowed the chance to include my self. This made working together, asking questions, and overall
learning far more easier!

Kelly made sure that every student in the class felt right where they needed to be. She would ask students questions in class and if you didn't know the
MacArthur answer or were not confident in your answer she gave you the opportunity to pass the question without feeling like an idiot. She wanted all of her students to
succeed and made sure each of us felt comfortable doing so.
MacArthur

I felt very included and valued, the professor did everything in her power to make sure that all of her students felt included and felt that her classroom was a
safe environment.

MacArthur Very.
MacArthur Through the group quizzes and tests, I felt very valued and included.
I felt both valued and included throughout the course Professor MacArthur did a really great job of getting everyone in the class involved. She really cares
about her students and does a great job of trying to help everyone. I thought calculus was going to be an extremely tough class for me and was not looking
MacArthur
forward to it, but Professor MacArthur is such a great teacher I did way better then I was expecting to. She makes the material clear to understand which I
believe is tough thing to do in a math course.
MacArthur

I felt like I always had the opportunity to be a part of the class and to feel valued. Kelly creat ed one of the best classroom environments I have ever had in
my academic career.

MacArthur I felt very included. I never felt afraid to speak up or contribute and talk to others about math.
MacArthur I felt like a normal student
MacArthur It was a nice class.
MacArthur I felt pretty included and valued by the professor and my classmates.
MacArthur Very
MacArthur I feel very valued and included.
MacArthur the most I ever have.
MacArthur Very much so. The class mission statement and kellys attitude promoted an inclusive and valuable class environment.
MacArthur I felt both included and valued
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